INTRODUCTION

Remember the good old days, when adventures were underground, NPCs were there to be killed, and the finale of every dungeon was the dragon on the 20th level? Those days are back. Dungeon Crawl Classics adventures don’t waste your time with long-winded speeches, weird campaign settings, or NPCs who aren’t meant to be killed. Each adventure is 100% good, solid dungeon crawl, with the monsters you know, the traps you remember, and the secret doors you know are there somewhere.

“Frozen in Time” is an adventure designed for six 1st level characters which pits them against a most unusual adversary: a time traveler’s secret hideaway. This adventure can also be used as a character creation funnel for judges seeking to run an atypical Dungeon Crawl Classics RPG campaign. Suggestions on both uses are provided below.

ADVENTURE BACKGROUND

Zepes Null-Eleven was born in one of the rare civilizations where time travel was a reality, rather than a scientific possibility. Although the ability to jaunt along the time stream was not commonplace, it was known well-enough to require an elite cadre of soldiers, scientists, and law enforcement personnel tasked with the duty to protect the universal timeline from malicious tampering and the inadvertent meddling of over-curious time tourists. A natural prodigy, it was a simple matter for Zepes Null-Eleven to master the science of time travel and achieve placement within this exceptional group of temporal defenders.

Alas, it was this same prodigious intellect paired with Null-Eleven’s immense ego that led to his disgrace. Zepes, considering himself superior to his comrades-in-time, chose to use his mastery of the time stream to line his own pockets. Jumping from epoch to epoch, Null-Eleven pillaged great works of art and captured rare animal specimens to sell to unscrupulous potentates, business tycoons, and the idle rich, all while staying one step ahead of justice at the hands of his former colleagues. Pursued endlessly (and enjoying the cat-and-mouse game), Zepes picked an unassuming backwater of the time stream to build his hideout and treasure house. That backwater was the same world and time the adventurers call home.

Null-Eleven constructed his hideaway deep inside a glacier, knowing that such a forbidding and persistent environment would protect it from discovery by not only his pursuers, but from the primitive civilizations present in that time period. Sophisticated security measures slaughtered any creature venturing onto the glacier containing it, and the entire ice sheet developed a sinister reputation amongst the barbarians who dwelled in the frozen wastes of the Forlorn North. Considered taboo by these tribes, legends sprang up that the glacier was home to “ice demons” that carried away any hunter entering their domain. Free from inadvertent discovery and far enough off the main routes of the time stream, Null-Eleven’s secret base of operations was never discovered by his pursuers.

Unfortunately, even Zepes’ command of time and his access to advance technology could not stave off the inevitability of death. Time and disease ultimately felled the great time thief, claiming the victory his opponents sought without success. Zepes perished inside his hidden vault, dying alone amidst his wonders.

Although its master was dead, the hideaway continued its vigilance against intruders and the glacier maintained its haunted reputation for centuries. However, although enduring, ice is not eternal.

Three days ago, a massive portion of the glacier’s face collapsed in a thundering roar, terrifying the barbarian tribesmen who wintered near the thermal springs close by. When the last of the ice settled and the spray of frost and water subsided, two dark holes emitting green smoke were visible in the ice face. The tribe elders gathered in the Hut of the Ancestors to contemplate the meaning of this omen. Emerging the next day, the tribal leaders announced that the collapse might be a sign that the ice demons’ power had finally broken and that a select group of champions need to enter those foreboding holes to discover if the icy devils were gone forever. The PCs have been chosen as those champions.
STARTING THE ADVENTURE

If used as a traditional DCC RPG adventure, the PCs are approached by a band of fur and skin-clad barbarians while resting in an inn or visiting a marketplace, preferably one located near the northern edges of civilization. These barbaric envoys claim to seek “great champions of the southlands” to assist their people. Their tribe wrestles with a problem they are forbidden by their traditions to solve and must employ outsiders to climb the great glacier and investigate its secrets. Although they have no monetary currency, the tribesmen offer native treasures—mammoth ivory, furs, or rough gemstones—they know southlanders covet to whoever acquires them to travel with them to their snowy home to aid them. Assuming the PCs agree, the tribal envoys and adventurers embark on a long journey north to the tribal grounds.

Upon arrival, they discover a wide valley, its northernmost end choked by a titanic glacier known to the tribesmen as the Ghost Ice. A mountaineous pile of broken ice lies at the glacier’s base and two small, dark holes pierce the ice about halfway up the glacier’s 300’ high face. A mile south of the glacier is a collection of mammoth-skin tents surrounding several steaming hot springs—the tribe’s wintering grounds. Once at the village, the PCs are introduced to the tribal elders and informed of the task required of them: scale the glacier, enter the holes, and see if the ice demons have departed their frosty lair. In return, the adventurers are promised as much wealth as a single man can carry (albeit in heavy furs, ivory, and similar riches). The total amount in gold pieces such a load is worth is left to the judge to decide as is fitting for his campaign. If the PCs agree, skip to The Ghost Ice below.

Should the judge decide to utilize the adventure as an introductory scenario for a primitive campaign, a different approach is required to start the adventure. In this instance, the PCs are members of the barbarian tribe and have grown up with the legends of the Ghost Ice. They witnessed the collapse of the glacier’s face and sat outside the Hut of the Ancestors while the elders deliberated. Now they have been chosen to investigate the smoking holes in the ice. Depending on whether they begin play as 1st level PCs or as part of the creation funnel, they might have been picked because they are the mightiest heroes in the tribe (if 1st level) or as part of a special rite of passage for the tribesmen who have just come of age (zero-level PCs).

If the PCs begin play as tribesmen, the judge should reduce the number of starting occupations available for the characters be either creating an abbreviated, customized chart (one possible chart appears in Appendix A) or calling for re-rolls if the occupation result is one not found amongst primitive peoples. Likewise, the judge should limit their weapon, armor, and equipment choices to items common to a Neolithic setting. Weapons other than blowguns, clubs, daggers, hand axes, javelins, short-bows, slings, spears, and staves are not allowed. Armor must be either leather or hide; hide-covered, wooden shields are allowed. The availability of miscellaneous equipment is determined by the judge. PCs asking for an unusual item can make a Luck check to see if such an item is found amongst the tribe (probably acquired in trade from traveling southern merchants), but no more than one such item is allowed per PC. Spell selection is unchanged if any of the PCs are spellcasters.

ENCOUNTER TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Encounter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ghost Ice</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1 Sabre-toothed ice bear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>3 Bore bugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>C/T</td>
<td>1 Injured yeti/non-functioning lift tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>C/T</td>
<td>1 Young Tyrannosaurus rex/stasis pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-3</td>
<td>C/T</td>
<td>Bobby the Robot/security fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1 Anthro-antis &amp; 1 owlbear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Time pad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE GHOST ICE

The glacier measures three miles in width, being situated between two rocky cliffs and completely filling the northern end of the valley. The wall of broken, blue-white ice towers 300’ above the valley floor. Piled at its base is a 100’ high mass of broken ice, rubble left by the ice face’s collapse. The two smoking holes that blemish the ice lie 50’ above the mountain of icy rubble.

Scaling the rubble is a simple task if the party moves slowly and cautiously. Although slippery, hand- and foot-holds are plentiful. Climbing the sheer ice face of the glacier once the top of the rubble is reached is more problematic. A DC 15 Agility or Climb sheer surfaces check is needed to reach the holes without falling. The DC is reduced to 10 if pitons are employed or the party uses axes to cut footholds into the ice. If the check fails, roll a d4 and multiply the result by 10. The product is how many feet the climber scales before falling. Adjust the d4 result using the PC’s Luck modifier, subtracting a positive modifier from the roll and adding a negative modifier to the result. Treat a modified roll of 5 or greater as a 4 when determining the distance fallen.

A wise party might wish to avoid directly climbing the ice and scale the rocky cliffs on either side to reach the glacier’s top, then lower themselves down to the holes from above. Due to a number of ledges and cracks, as well as a few narrow goat paths, only PCs who fail a Luck check need make a DC 5 Strength or Climb sheer surfaces roll to reach the glacier top. A failed check indicates the character falls 1d6 x 10’, modified by Luck as above.

Another danger awaits the PCs if they pursue this route, however. A sabre-toothed ice bear hunts the glacier and its white fur makes it difficult to detect amongst the ice and wind-blown snow. Have each PC make an opposed Intelligence check versus a d20+10 roll, using the same roll result for all the PCs. If all the party fails this check, they are surprised by the bear. Otherwise, conduct combat as normal.
Sabre-toothed Ice Bear: Init +2; Atk bite +3 melee (1d6) or claws +2 melee (1d4); AC 13; HD 3d8; hp 11; MV 20' or swim 15'; Act 1d20; SP +10 to hide checks in snowy climates; SV Fort +6, Ref +1, Will +1; AL N.

Sabre-toothed ice bears are polar bears with long, sharp fangs protruding from their upper jaw. Solitary hunters, they attack from ambush, preferring the meat of humans and Odobenmen.

THE VAULT OF ZEPES NULL-ELEVEN

The interior of Null-Eleven’s home is constructed from advanced ceramic materials consisting of interlocking white plates of various sizes. Rooms inside the complex are angled geodesic domes with soaring ceilings averaging from 15’ to 35’ in height. The corridors connecting these rooms are squared with 12’ ceilings. All rooms and corridors are lit by illuminated panels set into the ceilings unless otherwise noted.

DOORWAYS IN THE VAULT

Doors leading to rooms inside the complex are sliding affairs, activated by inserting a palm-disc key in a circular depression located in the center of either side of the door. Some doors require gold palm-discs to open. When opened, doors slide into their frame with a soft whispering sound, vanishing into the adjacent wall. This construction makes it impossible to get a firm grip on a sealed door and force it open with brute strength. However, some doors in the vault have been compromised by the glacier’s collapse and are slightly ajar, allowing them to be pried open. These ajar doors and the force required to open them are noted in the text.

Doors connecting to the Vault’s lift tubes are similar to the other doors in the complex in function. A palm-disc or forced door is required to open the lift tube door from outside the gravity elevator. However, as an emergency precaution, lift tube doors can be opened from inside the tube by simply pressing a small raised plate located in the center of the interior side of the door. This prevents users from becoming inadvertently trapped inside a tube in case of an accident (and consequently allows the PCs to breach the Vault via area 2-2).

Opened doors of either type in the Vault remain open for three rounds before closing automatically. The automatically closing doors can potentially separate the party members, trapping those without a palm-disc in a room. In some cases, this might leave some PCs stuck in a room with a foe. The judge should carefully note which PC has a palm-disc as the adventure progresses. The Vault’s doors do not exert great pressure when closing. Smart PCs can easily brace a door open to prevent it from closing by placing a sturdy object such as a weapon, tool, or piece of furniture in the doorway.

LIFT TUBES

The levels of the complex are connected by shafts of various sizes capable of creating gravity fields allowing users to ascend or descend. When one of the lift tube doors open, lighting panels running the length of the tube on the wall opposite its doors begin to glow, illuminating the shaft. Opening a door also activates the tube’s gravity field generators, allowing travelers to either rise or descend the shaft’s length at a rate of 5’ per second (50’ per round). The field halts the user’s trip when they arrive at the door at either end of the tube, allowing the traveler to exit the gravity elevator. As noted above, lift tube doors can be opened from within without a palm-disc key.

Users wishing to return back the way they came must first exit the lift tube. Stepping back inside causes the gravity field to reverse and move the user in the opposite direction from whence they came. A PC can climb a non-functioning lift tube, but its smooth interior walls require the PC to succeed in either a DC 15 Agility or Climb sheer surfaces check. Non-thief PCs climb at a speed of 10’, thieves climb at half their normal movement rate. Spells such as spider climb or rope work will greatly aid PCs attempting to traverse a non-functioning lift tube.

A summary of the Vault’s lift tubes and their operational status is as follows:

- **Tube A** connects areas 2-1 and 3-1. It is slightly malfunctioning and can be pried open at 2-1 to activate it. A palm-disc is required to open it from 3-1. The tube is 50’ in length.
- **Tube B** connects areas 3-2 and 4-1. It is functional and either type of palm-disc will open its doors. This tube is 50’ in length.
- **Tube C** connects areas 3-3 and 5-2. Either type of palm-disc opens its doors. However, while its doors have power, the gravity field generators are inoperable and its interior lights do not function. Anyone entering the shaft from 3-3 without support plummets down the tube’s 100’ length and likely dies from 10d6 points of damage incurred from the fall.
- **Tube D** connects areas 3-5 and 5-1. It is functional and can only be opened with a gold palm-disc. This lift is 100’ in length.

**Area 1-1—Exhaust Tube**

Visps of green vapor waft from a pair of circular openings in the glacier’s face, spaced 30’ apart. Each round hole measures 5’ in diameter and extends deep into the surrounding ice, curving slightly as it goes until its extent is lost in darkness. Both tunnels are completely lined with a blue-gray material resembling fired clay.

This “tunnel” is in actuality part of the vault’s climate control system. Hot exhaust created by the power plant was vented through this tube system to be cooled by the surrounding ice before being recycled by the compound’s self-contained operation systems. The collapse of the glacier’s face sheared away part of the tube system, creating two separate openings, both of which eventually lead to the side passages that access area 2-1. The green smoke is harmless, but limits vision to 20’ inside the tube system.

Due to the cramped conditions inside the tube, the party must proceed single-file and any race other than halflings or dwarves lose any benefits of high Agility scores to their ACs.
The blue-gray substance that lines the tube is a futuristic amalgam of metal and synthetic material that is impervious to any damage the PCs might inflict upon it. Only the powerful force of the glacier’s collapse was sufficient to break the tubes.

After traveling 50’ down the tube, the party hears scuttling ahead of them, regardless of which opening they chose. The sound is caused by a group of bore bugs attracted by the PCs’ body heat. The party has two rounds to take any action before the bore bugs reach them.

**Bore Bugs (3):** Hit -2; Atk ram +1 melee (1d4 heat) or bite +2 melee (1d3); AC 11; HD 1d4+2; hp 6, 5, 3; MV 20’, climb 20’ or burrow 10’; Act 1d20; SP none; SV Fort +2, Ref -1, Will +1; AL N.

Bore bugs resemble 2’ long centipedes with an oval bone plate jutting from atop their heads. The bone plate radiates tremendous heat which the bore bugs use to burrow through ice as they seek their prey. They attack either by ramming their target with the super-hot bone extremity or with a nasty bite.

**Area 1-2—Loose Grating:** The air grows warmer as you scuttle down the strange tunnel and soon you’re sweating beneath your armor and clothing. Up ahead, a shaft of light pours into the tunnel, appearing to come from a small opening in the tunnel’s wall. Cautiously approaching, you see a side passage running off into the distance. Although hazy with bright green vapor, light shines from its far end.

If the PCs take the side passage, read the following:

You scramble along the secondary tunnel for a distance of 30’ before reaching its terminus. A 3’ square hole covered by a mesh of burnished metal stands before you, breaking the monotony of the tunnel. Beyond the grating is a mist-filled chamber, its dimensions impossible to discern. Through the emerald-colored smoke, you barely make out an L-shaped metal housing which seems to have once covered the opening through which you peer, but now lies askew. The mist glows slightly, illuminated by a source overhead you cannot make out.

The housings that once covered the grates and connected them to the power plant in area 2-1 were knocked free by the force of the glacier’s collapse. The grating can be forced with a DC 5 Strength check, granting entrance to area 2-1 beyond.

**Area 2-1—Power Plant:** This chamber is stiflingly hot and green vapor fills the air, making it difficult to see more than 10’ ahead of you. Odd, bulky shapes, many bearing a myriad of small blinding lights of various hues, loom out of the fog around you. The walls and floor are constructed of smooth, interlocking white plates crafted from a hard, unknown material. A diffused light shines from above, emitted by squares set in the ceiling.

The mechanisms in this room provide Null-Eleven’s home with power and life-support. However, due to the stress imposed upon them by the glacier’s fracturing, not all are operating at optimum efficiency and many are damaged. Each of the massive devices bears numerous lights, switches, buttons, and gauges—all of ineffable purpose. Any PC attempting to operate one of the machine’s consoles must make a Luck check. If successful, nothing occurs other than a change in pitch of the machine’s humming and a new pattern of flickering lights. If the check fails, the judge rolls a 1d5 (modified by the PC’s Luck) on the table below and applies the results.

**Area 2-2—The Lift:** Away from the strange contraptions in this room is a 15’ diameter circular pillar running from floor to ceiling. The pillar is constructed of the same bright white material that covers the chamber’s walls and floor. On one side of the pillar is a narrow opening measuring 6 inches wide and 7’ tall. Darkness lies beyond the gap. A small, shallow circular indentation is also present in the pillar’s side a few feet away from the slim opening.

This “pillar” is Lift Tube A that allows access to areas 3-1. Normally locked and unusable without a palm-disc (see area 3-3 below), the lift tube’s doorway was forced open slightly by the glacier’s collapse and can be pried open completely by two or more PCs. The indentation is where the lift door’s palm-key is inserted when functioning properly.

The inside of the tube is 10’ in diameter, completely bare, and only a row of small, unlit glow panels running the entire height of the tube mars the wall’s face. Opening the door causes the glow panels to illuminate and activates the tube’s gravity field generators. Any creature stepping into the tube rises up the lift at the rate of 5’ per second, borne by an artificial gravity field until they rise 50’ to reach the door connecting to area 3-1. That door is closed, but a touch pad set in the door opens it soundlessly, allowing the user to step into area 3-1 beyond. The door closes quietly behind the PC three rounds after he exits the lift tube and can only be reopen from that side with a palm-disc (although another PC within the tube can open the door by pressing the touch pad inside).

To use the lift tube from area 3-1, the gravity process is reversed if a PC steps into the tube from that level. Note that there is no apparent source of support at the tube’s upper portion, meaning the PC must be brave enough to step into thin air before the lift’s gravity fields activate.

**Area 3-1—Greenhouse:** The space beyond the mysterious magical tube is filled with verdant plants. Leafy fronds and tendrils spill over the sides of low-walled beds situated about the room. The air is

---

**POWER PLANT CONSOLE MALFUNCTION TABLE (AREA 2-1)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D5 Roll</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 or less</td>
<td>A blast of radiation strikes the PC, forcing him to make a DC 10 Fortitude save or suffer the results of a roll on the Major Corruption Table (DCC RPG, p. 118).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PC is burned by a hot switch or burst of steam; make a DC 6 Reflex save or take 1d4 points of damage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PC is electrocuted and must make a DC 5 Fortitude save or suffer 1d3 points of damage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Warning klaxons begin to sound! An artificial, but pleasant, voice speaks in an unrecognizable language. A comprehend languages spell with a spellcheck of 14+ discerns that the voice warns of a critical malfunction in “Cooling sub-system 113B.” There is no danger to the party (for now), but the judge needn’t inform them of that.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 or more</td>
<td>The room’s lighting is extinguished, plunging the chamber into darkness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
disc (see area 3-3 or 4-2).

Once the yeti is dealt with, the party can examine this area in
detail:

Great mounds of shattered ice and piles of snow nearly fill this cavernous
room. In several places, the remains of broken furnishing protrude
from the avalanche, suggesting this room was once a living area. With
the exception of a small wooden box half buried in a snow drift, what-

Area 3-2—Slippery Foyer: The floor of the 30’ square chamber
shines under the bizarre glowing panels overhead. Patches of ice and
puddles of slush cover the entire floor. Four short hallways exit the
room, one at each cardinal compass point. The ice is more prevalent
near the north corridor, while the slushy puddles are concentrated to-
wards the southern hallway. The SW corner of this room is slightly
rounded and contains a door set into the wall. There is a small circular
indentation in the center of the door.

The ice and slush is a result of the damage suffered by the com-
plex during the glacier’s collapse. Water from the broken aquarium
in 3-5 leaked into the foyer where it encountered cold air
drifting from 3-3 to the north. If the party is careful and moves
slowly, the floor poses no threat. Any creature moving faster
than a slow walk here (such as PCs fleeing the freed Tyranno-
saurus rex in 3-5) must make a DC 10 Reflex save to avoid slip-
ning and falling prone. Prone creatures can either regain their
feet with a subsequent successful Reflex save or crawl to safety
at 1/4th their normal speed. Remember that the Tyrannosaurus
rex must also make a Reflex save should it pursue the party
through this area near the adventure’s climax.

The door leading to 3-3 is partially ajar and frigid air escapes
through the opening. It can be pried open by two or more PCs
working in concert. Beyond the gap, drifts of snow and faint,
blue-white light can be seen. At the foot of the southern door is a
puddle of slushy water. The curved portion of this area’s wall is
Lift Tube B leading to 4-1 above. A silver or gold palm-disc must
be inserted in the circular indentation to access the lift.

Area 3-3—Living Area: Every surface of this cavernous cham-
ber is rimed with frost and drifts of snow cover the floor. Blue-white
light filters into the room from a massive hole in the ceiling that reveals
glacier ice beyond. Further inspection of this chamber is suddenly cur-
tailed when a snow-white, towering beast lurches into view and falls
upon you with snarling fangs and claws!

The beast is a yeti, albeit an injured one. The creature was tra-
versing the glacier’s surface when it fractured, the forces of
which created a crevasse that split part of this area’s ceiling. The
yeti tumbled down the crevasse into this room. It’s hurt, hungry,
and angry.

Injured Yeti: Init -2; Atk bite +2 melee (1d4+1) or slam +3 melee
(1d6+1); AC 13; HD 3d8+3; hp 12 (current); MV 30’ or climb 10’;
Act 1d20; SP +10 bonus to hide checks in snowy terrain; SV Fort
+4, Ref +1, Will +1; AL N.

Yetis are white-furred hominids standing nearly 10’ tall. Nor-
maMy shy creatures, hunger and fear can make them aggres-
sive. Although most have ape-like brains, some specimens are
rumored to be highly intelligent and can even command clerical
magic. Legend has it that these yeti types maintain a secret city
far out in the snowy wastes of the Forlorn North.

If rendered complacent with magic and healed of its injuries,
the yeti befriends the party and follows them about happily so
long as their adventures do not take them outside its preferred
cold climate.

Once the yeti is dealt with, the party can examine this area in
detail:

warm and humid, and carries the fragrance of a multitude of odd, col-

Once a well-maintained greenhouse and garden, the plants in
this room have run riot in the years after Null-Eleven’s death.
The PCs must hack their way through the tangled plants to reach
the exit. Most of the plants are harmless and edible, but several
varieties are highly toxic. A PC nibbling on a random plant must
make a Luck check. If the check is successful, no ill effects occur.
On a failed check, the inquisitive character has consumed one
of the poisonous plants and must make a DC 10 Fortitude save.
With a successful save, the PC suffers 1d3 points of temporary
Agility loss from wracking stomach pains. A failed save results in
2d6 points of damage. Once identified as poisonous, PCs
with occupations of alchemist, dwarven apothecarist, herbalist,
hunter, shaman or similar professions can attempt to render the
plant into a toxic paste to apply to weapons. Accomplishing this
requires a DC 10 Intelligence check and 1 hour’s work. On a roll
of a natural “1”, the poison crafter accidentally poisons himself
and must save as above. There is enough vegetation to create
2d3 doses of poison.

The door leading to 3-2 lacks the typical circular palm-disc de-
pression on its eastern side and instead bears one of the small
raised plates found inside the lift tubes throughout the complex.
This is an emergency precaution allowing rapid escape from the
area in the event of a catastrophic mishap in the power plant
(area 2-1) below. PCs arriving up the lift tube can exit this area
by simply pushing the plate, but, unless efforts are made to prop
the door open once they exit the room, they’ll quickly find them-
selves unable to return to this area unless they locate a palm-
disc (see area 3-3 or 4-2).
er this room once contained is now permanently entombed in ice and snow. The pile of icy debris is greatest beneath the fractured ceiling. The heap terminates just below the holed ceiling. Near one wall, another large pillar with a rectangular indentation set in its side runs from floor to ceiling. The area surrounding the pillar is only partially covered by ice and snow.

The box is mahogany (20 gp value). It holds a 3" diameter metal disc with five flexible “tentacles” protruding from it, resembling a skinny starfish. If grasped, the tentacles wrap around the PC’s hand, forcing the metal disk snug into the character’s palm. The disc glows with a dim silver luminescence, but produces no other noticeable effect and can be removed easily. This disc functions as a key, allowing the PC’s to open any door or lift tube requiring a silver palm-disc. It has no effect on doors opened by a gold-palm disc.

The crevasse in the ceiling leads 120’ up to the glacier’s surface. It is pitched at a 45° angle and bears many cracks and protrusions (DC 10 Strength or Climb shear surfaces to scale). Any climber failing this check is allowed a DC 8 Reflex save to slide back down the crevasse rather than fall, taking only 1d6 points of damage. If the Reflex save is failed, the falling PC suffers 4d6 points of damage. Non-thief PCs climb the crevasse at a speed of 10’; thieves climb at half their normal movement rate. At the adventure’s climax, if the Tyrannosaurus rex chases the PCs from 3-5, it can attempt to climb the crevasse to continue its pursuit. Treat the dinosaur as having a +3 bonus to its Strength check and it climbs at a rate of 10’.

Clearing the debris covering Lift Tube C requires 10 minutes’ work and its door opens with either a silver or gold palm-disc. The tube leads down to area 5-2, but its gravity field is damaged. The lights inside do not activate when the door open, perhaps alerting the party to potential danger. Any PC stepping into the tube expecting a slow descent falls 100’ to their death.

Area 3-4—Kitchen and Dining Room: Burnished metal countertops, tables, and chairs occupy this angled room, indicating it once served as a food preparation and eating area. Several compartments with small doors are set high up on the walls surrounding the cooking area.

The compartments are cabinets with cups, dishes, and eating utensils made from synthetic materials. Aside from their curious construction, these objects are worthless. A device resembling a microwave oven is set into the wall beneath them. This machine once created delicious and nutritious food from basic elements, but it now suffers from neglect. Attempts to use the device produce a neon orange paste that is poisonous if consumed (treat as tarantula poison).

Area 3-5—Trophy Hall: The floor of this large angled chamber is covered with sopping wet carpeting. Shards of broken glass and the bodies of dead unknown fish litter the ground near the east wall. Near the opposite wall is another large pillar bearing a rectangular depression in its side. Three large statues stand at aesthetically-pleasing locations throughout the room and several paintings hang at regular intervals along the walls. All these wonders pale in comparison to the monstrous reptilian beast that stands atop a glowing platform in the middle of the room. Although the monster’s titanic jaws are open as if in the midst of a fearsome roar, the creature is motionless, as still as the statues surrounding it.

The monster is a young Tyrannosaurus rex, still living but held captive in a futuristic stasis field produced by the glowing platform beneath its feet. So long as the field remains active, it holds no danger to the party. Attacks against the Tyrannosaurus rex appear to damage its body, but no blood flows from the wounds and there is no reaction from the beast. The judge should record all damage inflicted upon the creature, however, as this may be important later. It is possible for the PCs to kill the Tyrannosaurus rex prior to its release at the adventure’s climax, but they cannot know if any damage inflicted upon it is sufficient to slay the dinosaur until the stasis field shuts down.

**Young Tyrannosaurus Rex:** Init +1; Atk bite +6 melee (2d4+1); AC 13; HD 4d10+2; hp 30; MV 40’; Act 1d20; SP none; SV Fort +8, Ref +2, Will +0; AL N.

The stasis field created by the platform affects any living creature completely immersed in it. A PC climbing onto the platform and approaching the dinosaur suddenly freezes in place, unable to move and unaware of his surroundings. He remains in this state until removed from the platform or the power to the field fails. Allies can attempt to free him from the field’s effects with ropes, poles or by similar means, but the field ensnares any rescuer that also climbs atop the platform.

The broken glass and dead fish are the remains of a large aquarium, shattered by the glacier’s collapse. The fish are rotting and unidentifiable by the PCs, being unfamiliar species from along the time stream. The aquarium’s water has saturated the room’s synthetic carpeting and leaked under the door into 3-2.

The paintings are all from various epochs, stolen by Null-Eleven and brought here for his personal enjoyment. There are twelve in total. Each one is a famous masterpiece, and the judge should indulge himself when describing them. One might be “a picture of a woman in odd clothes with an enigmatic smile upon her face,” (The Mona Lisa) and another could be “a red and white cylinder with alien markings upon it” (Warhol’s Campbell’s Soup). Almost any famous painting the judge desires can be found hanging here, but unfortunately for the PCs, they have little value in the current era, fetching only 10 to 20 gp if sold in a large town or city.

The three statues here are likewise of famous origin and consist of the judge’s favorite pieces. He should describe them accurately, but without explicitly stating which sculptures they are. Possible examples include Rodin’s “The Thinker” (“a nude human male sits atop a rock, his chin resting on his fist as if in contemplation”), Michelangelo’s “David” (“a nude human male standing with a sling draped over one shoulder”), or the “Venus de Milo” (“a half-naked woman, her arms obviously destroyed by vandals”). Like the art on the walls, the statues would not be appreciated in this time, and their tremendous size and weight makes it unfeasible to loot them.

Lift Tube D leads down to area 5-1. Its door only opens with the gold palm-disc found in 4-2.

Area 4-1 Corridor: The door to the tube opens to reveal a corridor running east-west. A door stands at each end of the hallway. Other than a long-dead potted plant across from the tube’s exit, the corridor is empty.

Each of the doors has a now-familiar circular indentation in its center. The western door opens with either a silver or gold palm-disc. The eastern door requires a gold palm-disc.

Area 4-2—Null-Eleven’s Death Room: The door opens upon a brightly lit chamber. The walls of the chamber are decorated with large black rectangles and the floor is covered by plush carpeting. A handful of comfortable furnishings occupy the area beyond the door,
forming a cozy sitting area. At the far end of the room is an elevated space, accessible by a short flight of steps. In this area is a large bed draped with shiny, rumpled dressings. Besides the bed are several odd metal devices. A 3’ diameter metal sphere, its underbelly studded with spikes and unidentifiable protrusions, hangs in mid-air at the foot of the bed. It spins slowly in place, alerted by the opening of the room’s door, and begins gliding toward you, its many spines gleaming in the glow of the light panels above.

The metal sphere is a medical drone, its “spikes” and other extensions are nothing more than hypodermic needles and medical analyzers. It approaches the party as part of its programming to diagnose and treat the health of all living creatures within its sensor range, but this can easily be interpreted as an attack. If the party does battle with the drone, use the following stats:

**Medical Drone:** Init -4; Atk hypodermic needle -2 melee (special); AC 15; HD 5d8; hp 22; MV 20’ flight; Act 1d20; SP always “attacks” the most injured target first; successful hypodermic needle attack injects an all-purpose health serum in the target that cures 1 HD of damage (if the target wishes to avoid the injection, a DC 5 Reflex check negates the treatment); immune to charm, hold and sleep; suffers half-damage from piercing or slashing weapons; suffers double damage from electrical attacks; SV Fort +2, Ref -3, Will N.A.; AL L.

If the party destroys the drone, it collapses to the ground, sparking and spewing green smoke. Should they submit themselves to its ministrations, it scans each with a blue light, diagnoses any injuries or debilitating conditions, and administers medical treatment. The drone heals up to 3 HD per patient as a cleric, removing paralysis, disease, or poison if present. It has enough power and medicines to treat six patients. After that limit is reached, it powers down, settling to the floor, inert. Its programming prevents it from leaving this room.

The bed contains the mummified remains of Zepes Null-Eleven. His 7’ tall form is withered by age and disease; his face locked in a painful rictus of death. There is a palm-disc in his desiccated hand that, if removed, affixes itself in its new owner’s palm and begins glowing gold. This palm-disc opens several formerly inaccessible doors and lift tubes in the complex.

The machines surrounding Zepes’ bed are medical monitors and treatment apparatus. They are of no use to the party. The black rectangles on the walls are view screens that once served as windows to the outside world. These no longer function.

**Area 4-3—Treasury:** Beyond the sliding door is a gloomy chamber lit only by stuttering strobes of blue-gold light. Spaced about the room are several metal plinths, many surrounded by translucent fields of azure light studded with golden sparks. A handful of these glowing curtains flicker on and off in no particular pattern, vanishing and reappearing before your eyes, allowing a better glimpse at the objects surrounded by the fields. Atop each low pedestal is a curious item: a strange sword, a large shield, and a bizarre statuette are easily identified. Other objects, both bizarre and mundane, occupy other platforms. A peculiar suit of armor stands surrounded by the plinths. Larger than a man, the suit’s arms are spindly and end in claw-like gauntlets. A clear oval helmet tops the suit.

Null-Eleven kept his personal favorites, oddities stolen from the time stream here, protected by security fields only he could control and “Bobby the Robot,” a metallic guardian that is the product of his own whimsical humor. Damage to the vault has compromised some of the energy fields protecting the item, while others retain their lethality. The robot is fully functional and programmed to kill anyone who enters the room unaccompanied by Null-Eleven.

**“Bobby the Robot”:** Init +1; Atk flailing pincer-tipped tentacles +3 melee (1d6); AC 15; HD 6d8; hp 30; MV 20’; Act 2d20; SP immune to charm, hold and sleep; suffers half-damage from piercing or slashing weapons; suffers double damage from electrical attacks; SV Fort +3, Ref +1, Will N.A.; AL N.

Bobby the Robot began its existence as the inanimate costume worn by an actor on a popular science-fiction television series which aired at one point along the time stream. Charmed by the “robot’s” quaint appearance, Null-Eleven stole the costume during one of his temporal heists to include it in his Trophy Hall. Later, on a whim, Null-Eleven used the technology available to him to transform the cheap prop into an actual automaton. “Bobby the Robot” has served as the guardian of Null-Eleven’s riches ever since. When the party enters, “Bobby” advances on them with pincer-tipped tentacles flailing wildly while shouting gibberish. A *comprehend languages* spell decipher’s the robot’s words (“WARNING! WARNING, Bill Robertson!!!”) but not their meaning. “Bobby” fights until destroyed.

**Author’s Note:** Like the works of art in 3-5, the judge can replace “Bobby the Robot” with his favorite science-fiction movie or television robot if he desires. The circumstances of the robot’s origin and presence in Null-Eleven’s home remain the same, but modify the guardian’s physical description to reflect the robot of the judge’s choosing. Regardless of who the robot is, its game stats are unchanged.

There are ten pedestals. Their contents and the status of their security fields are as follows:

2. A suit of rosebud and briar-decorated full-plate armor once belonging to the Knight of Petals. Security field is intermittent. Due to its size and weight, a DC 8 Strength check is required to move the armor from its pedestal in addition to the Reflex save needed to avoid the intermittent field (see below).
3. A statuette of an enigmatic humanoid face with strange glyphs surrounding its base. Security field is intermittent.
4. A boxy apparatus with straps and a pair of button-covered metal bracers (Null-Eleven’s translator and offensive/defensive bracers). Security field is up.
5. A Mark III blaster rifle from the Android Wars. Security field is intermittent.
6. A petrified wooden plank of no discernible origin. Security field is up.
7. An Enigma machine. Security field is up.
9. A star-shaped silver badge (10 gp value) with a bullet-hole through the center. Strange writings (readable with a *comprehend languages* spell) read “Deputy Sheriff. Tombstone, Arizona Territory.” Security field is down.
10. A painted ceramic vase of exquisite craftsmanship (75 gp value). Security field is intermittent. If knocked from the pedestal, it shatters unless steps are taken to catch it.
The security fields act as solid barriers and disrupt energy patterns attempting to pass through them, making them impervious to physical objects, magnetic fields, telekinesis, and magical manipulation. Their energy disruption property also has adverse effects on the life energy of organic creatures. Living flesh coming into contact with the field must make a DC 10 Fortitude save or suffer 1d6 points of damage and be paralyzed for 1d6 turns. If the save is made, they suffer no damage, but are paralyzed for 1d3 turns.

Items on pedestals with intact security fields are impossible to recover, although the PCs might still suffer injury in their attempts to do so. Objects unprotected by security fields can be looted without incident. The PCs can attempt to grasp or knock from their perches items on the pedestals with intermittent security fields. Doing so requires a DC 10 Reflex save. If the save is failed, the security field activates during the attempt, possibly inflicting damage as above and breaking any poles, ropes, or other objects that might be used in the attempt. Should the blaster rifle become caught in an intermittent security field when it activates, it explodes, doing damage to the holder as noted below.

The katana functions as a longsword. The full plate armor has no special properties, and protects as normal armor of that type. The Hoplites’ shield provides a +2 bonus to AC due to its great size. Objects with listed gold piece value are merely unusual treasures that can be sold or traded.

The statue appears to have more than three dimensions if examined too long, inflicting a splitting headache upon the observer. The glyphs along its base instruct the proper techniques for casting the spell *Ekim’s mystical mask*. A wizard possessing the statue can choose to learn that spell when advancing in level as per the rules on p. 315 of the DCC RPG rulebook.

The blaster rifle retains power and is a potent weapon if its functionality is discovered. Figuring out its operation requires a DC 20 Intelligence check (this check is reduced to DC 15 if the examiner has determined how to use the time tagger in area 5-1). The weapon has a range of 200/400/600 and does 4d6 points of damage with a successful attack (made at a -1d penalty for using an untrained weapon). It has enough power in its battery cells for five shots. Unfortunately, the blaster rifle is a museum piece and has not been properly maintained. Each time the weapon is fired, the wielder must make a Luck check. If the check fails, the weapon explodes doing 1d6 damage to the user for each shot remaining in its battery (3 shots left in the rifle would inflict 3d6 damage, for example). A DC 10 Fortitude save reduces this damage by half. The weapon’s power cells cannot be recharged.

**Author’s Note:** During playtesting, one group inadvertently destroyed the gold palm-disc in the security fields, trapping them in the area for the properties of the security fields. All these stasis/security fields are active...at the moment.

There are six stasis platforms in this room containing the following:

1. An anthro-antis, mutated ant-man from the Atomic Wars of 2525 (see stats below).
2. An underdark slug (see *DCC RPG* p. 427).
3. A three-headed tiger (stats as per Giant Beetle [*DCC RPG* p. 397], but with 3d20 action dice and no special properties).
4. An owlbear (see stats below).
5. A savage Odobenman, one of the walrus folk of the North (see stats below).
6. A naked human male (see below).

Three rounds after the party enters this area, a power surge occurs in the power plant in 2-1. The surge inadvertently deactivates the security field on platform #1, releasing the anthro-antis from stasis. It stalks from its platform, enraged, and attacks the PCs.

**Anthro-antis:** Init +2; Atk bite +3 melee (1d4+1); AC 14; HD 3d6+3; hp 15; MV 40’ or climb 40’; Act 1d20; SP poison stinger (+3 melee; dmg poison: DC 12 Fort save or 1d4 Stamina); SV Fort +4, Ref +1, Will +8; AL C.

Anthro-antis are a race of 6’ tall ant/man hybrids spawned from the nuclear holocaust of the Great Atomic Wars of the distant future.

To complicate matters, four rounds after the anthro-antis is released, another power surge shuts down platform #4, unleashing the owlbear. If the PCs have dealt with the anthro-antis easily enough, the owlbear rushes to attack them. Should the battle with the man-ant be going poorly for the PCs, the owlbear turns its attention to the anthro-antis, giving the PCs a reprieve and time to escape. Once it defeats the anthro-antis, however, it attacks anyone still foolish enough to remain in the room.

**Owlbear:** Init +1; Atk bite +6 melee (1d6+2) or claw +4 melee (1d4); AC 17; HD 3d8; hp 15; MV 20’ or climb 10’; Act 2d20; SP 25% spell resistance; SV Fort +4, Ref +1, Will +8; AL C.

**Odobenman:** Init +0; Atk bite +4 melee (1d6+2) or weapon +2 melee (dmg by weapon); AC 12; HD 2d8+4; hp 18; MV 20’ or swim 30’; Act 1d20; SP suffer ½ damage from cold-based attacks; SV Fort +5, Ref +3, Will +2; AL N.

Odobenmen are large, muscular humanoids with oversized heads. A pair of large tusks protrudes from their upper jaw and their flipper-like hands have only three stubby fingers. With the exception of a patch of bristly whiskers on their upper lips, odobenmen are completely hairless. The “walrus folk” live in extended tribes along the coast of the Forlorn North, ekiong out an existence by fishing and raiding coastal communities. Legends suggest the odobenmen are the product of magical evolu-

**Area 5-1—The Menagerie:** A number of motionless monstrosities stand about this room. Each is perched atop a glowing metal platform and surrounded by translucent fields of azure light studded with golden sparks. The creatures seem oblivious to your presence. Off to one side of the unmoving beasts is a waist-high podium, its angled face festooned with shining gems. A closed, 15’ wide metal door is set in the north wall. Hanging beside it on hooks is an odd white rod.

Besides his temporal thefts, Zepes provided strange animals for the zoos, menageries, and courts of nobility up and down the time-stream. He kept his living wares in a state of suspended animation prior to sale, thus cutting down on spatial and nutritional requirements for the beasts. To both protect and maintain his living wares, Null-Eleven kept them in stasis fields similar to the one holding the dinosaur in 3-5 above, but also incorporating the defensive measures of the security shields in 4-3 (see that area for the properties of the security fields). All these stasis/security fields are active...at the moment.
The strange rod is a time-tagger rifle used by Null-Eleven on his temporal hunts. The weapon fires darts that “tag” a target for time travel. A bright red button on the rifle’s housing activates the dart’s time-shift field, instantaneously transporting the tagged target to the time pad in area 5-2, regardless of where or when the target is in the time stream. The time-tagger requires a DC 20 Intelligence check to determine how it works, allowing a PC to fire it (DC is 15 if the blaster rifle in area 5-1 has been figured out). It has a range of 100/200/300 and inflicts 1 point of damage on a successful hit (remember the -1d penalty for using an untrained weapon). The rifle’s magazine has four darts remaining and there is no replacement ammunition available in the vault. Understanding the purpose of the red button is not included in the above Intelligence check and only through trial-and-error is its function revealed. The judge is encouraged to make the decision to experiment with the button as stressful as possible for the PC (“Are you SURE you really want to push that big, red button?”).

If used successfully against either the anthro-antis or owlbear (or both), the creature(s) appear to vanish instantly, possibly leading to the party believing they’ve discovered a disintegrator weapon. In reality, the beast(s) has merely been transported to 5-2 and may yet prove a threat to the adventurers.

The identity of the human on platform #6 is left to the judge to detail. He could simply be a normal human from the character’s current epoch (and suitable as a replacement PC if there is need to introduce one) or the resident of a distant place and time. Should the judge wish to incorporate this person into his campaign world, his stasis platform also shuts down at a time the judge desires.

The podium is a control pad that uses synthetic gemstones to optimize power flow. It sparks and glows during the power surges. It cannot be operated by the PCs; its workings are much too arcane to deduce. There are 100 artificial gems in the console and they are easily removed. Doing so does not deactivate the stasis/security fields (there are secondary backups to prevent this), but the judge is encouraged to describe changes to the field or other observable effects to keep the players nervous. Although not precious stones, the gems’ strange manufacture makes them curios worth 1 gp each if sold.

The door exiting this room can only be activated with a gold palm-disc.

**Area 5-2—Time Pad:** A 20’ diameter raised platform occupies a portion of the western end of this room. Standing 1’ high, the platform is covered in a hexagonal pattern of metallic plating. A series of dim blue lights run along the platform’s circumference, their glow nearly lost in the bright gleam of the shining light panels set in the ceiling. Next to the platform and floating in the air at waist-height is a glass pane tilted at a slight angle. Along its face are neon-bright alien characters. In the far northeastern corner are piled several wooden pallets, bare of any contents. The only apparent entrances to this area are through a 15’ wide door in the south wall or via the door set in the 20’ wide pillar standing in the eastern part of the room.

The platform is a time pad, a temporal transportation device employed by Zepes to bring objects or items to the vault that he could not carry on his own person. When first encountered, the platform is powered down unless the time tagger in area 5-1 has been successfully used against a target. In this case, the pad is not only active, but the tagged target(s) is also present here, confused and angry.

If the time tagger hasn’t been used, the pad is in “sleep mode,” but ready for re-activation. Operating the time pad is done using the glass pane (actually an advanced control touch console). Any PC touching the console must make a Luck check. If the check is failed, he inadvertently activates the time pad. If the check succeeds, nothing occurs. Further experimenting with the console requires additional Luck checks.

When activated, the blue lights around its base glow brighter and a soft, almost musical hum sounds from the pad. Any creature or item upon the pad becomes surrounded by a pale blue nimbus of light. Two rounds later, the item or creature vanishes, cast into the time stream to land in a steaming jungle during a primordial period in their world’s history. The sounds of unseen titanic beasts sound in the jungle, and off in the distance, stands a large stone city of alien design. A living creature can step off the pad without difficulty during the two rounds prior to transportation. After that short abort period, transport is unavoidable.

The time pad remains keyed to the same destination for one hour or until further adjustments are made to the control console (another failed Luck check when using the console has a 50/50 chance of either changing the pad’s destination point or powering down the pad completely, erasing the last time coordinates from its memory). Additional creatures and objects using the pad during this time automatically appear at the same location as the first traveler.

The time pad is effectively a one-way trip for the PCs. Null-Eleven could control the time pad from anywhere along the time stream while alive, but, with his death, his technique for doing so is lost. The only way currently available for the PCs to return back to their proper place and time—barring the intervention of power magics or divine generosity—is to use the time tagger rifle to tag and transport one or more of their number back to the time pad. Of course, with a limited number of darts in the rifle’s magazine, this method may not rescue all of the PCs transported through time. If the PC(s) left stranded in time have the party’s looted palm-discs, the remaining PCs face either slow starvation, certain death when the glacier collapses, or having to join the companions in another epoch. The judge must determine the fate of any PC lost in time, possibly creating a special adventure for the castaway PCs to return to their rightful place in the time stream. Perhaps that strange city in the distance holds a means for them to return...

The wooden pallets were once used by Null-Eleven to transport large specimens or cargo. There are ten total and are of simple lumber construction.
The gravity fields in Lift Tubes A, B, & C shut down. The Lift Tube A is filled with flames from the burning power plant in 2-1. The Tyrannosaurus rex in 3-5 is released, as is any PC Security fields marked as intermittent in 4-3 shut down, Stasis fields in 5-1 collapse, releasing the creatures contained within them from suspended animation. Area 5-1 becomes a madhouse as confused and frightened creatures turn on one another in fearsome combat. A party moving quickly through the area has only a 20% chance of attracting the notice of a random creature, resulting in an attack upon the party. The monstrous melee lasts for 3d4 rounds before a winner emerges. If unnoticed, the PCs can escape the area via the lift tube unmolested, but if they are still in 5-1 when the melee ends, they'll have to face the bloodied victor in battle. The judge should determine which creature is left standing based on the PCs’ own health and injuries. The surviving creature has 25% of its total hit points remaining.

• The Tyrannosaurus rex in 3-5 is released, as is any PC trapped inside the stasis field. This could result in a formerly frozen adventurer finding himself face-to-face with a very angry dinosaur! If there are PCs in 3-5, the Tyrannosaurus rex attacks them, pursuing fleeing prey through the door to 3-2 (the door smashes apart as the dinosaur charges through it, but the creature suffers 1d6 points of damage in the process). It doesn’t pursue PC down the lift tube, but will remain at the lift door in 3-5, growling menacingly down the shaft. If no living creatures are in 3-5 when the Tyrannosaurus rex is freed, it takes out its aggressions on the statues and other decorations, but does not leave the room. PCs entering from the lift must battle or run past the Tyrannosaurus rex, which pursues fleeing prey as above. The dinosaur can hear the lift door in 3-2 opening, and PCs arriving back in that area from the level above are met with an angry Tyrannosaurus rex bursting out of 3-5 (and taking 1d6 damage as above) to attack them. The thunder lizard can pursue fleeing adventurers into 3-1, 3-3, or 3-4 by smashing through the doors (suffering damage each time). Only death ends its pursuit.

When the power plant explodes, the PCs hear a loud boom in the distance, followed by a shudder throughout the complex. The faint sound of cracking ice is detected from behind the walls of the vault and all artificial illumination inside Null-Eleven’s home goes dark. Moments later, loud klaxon alarms sound throughout the complex and the vault’s emergency lighting activates, replacing the formerly bright light with dim amber illumination as auxiliary batteries come online. Auxiliary power is sufficient to keep most, but not all of the complex’s systems operational. Those that do fail create new challenges for the party, especially as they flee for safety. As a result of the explosion, the following events occur:

• The gravity fields in Lift Tubes A, B, & C shut down. The doors to the tubes remain powered, allowing them to open, but the party must ascend/descend through their own efforts (refer to notes about lift tubes above). Lift Tube D remains operational.

• Lift Tube A is filled with flames from the burning power plant below. The lift door is warm to the touch and anyone pausing to feel the door detects this fact prior to opening it. Opening the door results in a backdraft doing 1d6 points of damage to anyone adjacent to the door that fails a DC 10 Reflex save. Burning characters must make a DC 10 Reflex save to extinguish the fire or suffer an additional 1d6 damage each round.

• The time pad in 5-2 shuts down. Any PCs still in another epoch are stranded there and the time tagger no longer transports tagged creatures back to the pad.

• Security fields marked as intermittent in 4-3 shut down, allowing easy access to the treasures they once protected. Security fields noted as being up remain operational.

• Stasis fields in 5-1 collapse, releasing the creatures contained within them from suspended animation. Area 5-1 becomes a madhouse as confused and frightened creatures turn on one another in fearsome combat. A party moving quickly through the area has only a 20% chance of attracting the notice of a random creature, resulting in an attack upon

Once the power plant explodes, the PCs have 10 minutes to escape the complex before the glacier collapses, taking the vault with it. The judge should keep track of time in combat rounds as the PC move, fight, climb, and otherwise make their way to the exit. This gives them 60 rounds to escape. Starting immediately after the explosion, an artificial, but pleasant, voice speaks in an unrecognizable language. A comprehend languages spell with a spell check of 14+ discerns that the voice is warning of imminent collapse with an estimated time remaining before complete complex compromise occurs. The first time the voice speaks, it announces there are 10 minutes remaining before collapse. It sounds again when there are 5 minutes remaining, and a final time when there is one minute remaining.

Barring magic or divine intervention, the PCs most likely escape via the crevasse in 3-3, as the destruction and fires ravaging 2-1 now make that area impassable. Provided they don’t dawdle, the party can easily reach the glacier’s surface before the 10 minutes elapse. PCs that pause to collect additional loot, battle the Tyrannosaurus rex, fall prey to the slippery ice in 3-2, or fail multiple climb checks, however, may still find themselves inside Null-Eleven’s former home when the glacier gives way, dropping the vault and tons of ice to the valley floor below. Those unfortunate souls inside the complex when this occurs are killed, the final victims of the “ice demons” that once held the Ghost Ice in their frigid grip. Note also that any PC who foolishly heads back towards the southern tip of the glacier after escaping is also doomed when the edge of the glacier shatters beneath their feet. Extremely kind judges might allow those PCs caught in the collapse to make a Luck check with a hefty penalty (-10 is suggested) to survive the catastrophe, but it is far more probable their bodies end up permanently entombed beneath tons of broken ice.
The surviving adventurers return to the tribe’s village after carefully making their way down the rocky sides of the valley. Upon their arrival, they are met with cheers and bowls of delight from the tribe. The utterly collapse of the glacier’s southern end is interpreted as an unmistakable sign that the ice demons have been conquered and the party successfully exorcised the Ghost Ice of their presence. A great feast filled with primitive music, dancing, and the consumption of crude alcoholic beverages is held that evening in the party’s honor. After a sumptuous meal of roasted mammoth ribs, the tribal elders reward the party with their promised riches and officially welcome them into the clan as favored brothers and sisters. Their time in the Forlorn North may be at an end, or, depending on the whims of the judge and the players, just beginning. Many more challenges and forgotten riches remain in the frozen tundra and mountains for those brave heroes wishing to seek them.

APPENDIX A: PRIMITIVE OCCUPATIONS TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roll</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Trained Weapon</th>
<th>Trade Goods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Artisan</td>
<td>Club</td>
<td>Clay pot of ochre paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02-03</td>
<td>Butcher</td>
<td>Flint cleaver (hand axe)</td>
<td>Side of mammoth meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04-05</td>
<td>Brewer</td>
<td>Club</td>
<td>Skin of bear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Canoe-maker</td>
<td>Dagger</td>
<td>Canoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-08</td>
<td>Cord-maker</td>
<td>Knife (as dagger)</td>
<td>Hide cordage, 50’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09-11</td>
<td>Dwarfven flintknapper</td>
<td>Flint hand axe</td>
<td>Flint, 1 lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-13</td>
<td>Dwarfven herder</td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Elk calf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-15</td>
<td>Elven fletcher</td>
<td>Short bow</td>
<td>Flint arrowheads, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-18</td>
<td>Elven scout</td>
<td>Spear</td>
<td>Piece of signaling quartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Fire-bear</td>
<td>Spear</td>
<td>Clay pot of embers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>Fisherman</td>
<td>Harpoon (as javelin)</td>
<td>Flint fishhooks, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>Gatherer</td>
<td>Knife (as dagger)</td>
<td>Basket of vegetables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-50</td>
<td>Halffing animal trainer</td>
<td>Club</td>
<td>Wolf pup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-55</td>
<td>Halffing bowler</td>
<td>Club</td>
<td>Feathered cape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Healer</td>
<td>Club</td>
<td>Bone needle and sinew thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57-58</td>
<td>Herbalist</td>
<td>Club</td>
<td>Herbs, 1 lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59-83</td>
<td>Hunter</td>
<td>Spear</td>
<td>Animal pelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Lore-keeper’s assistant</td>
<td>Club</td>
<td>Divination bones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85-87</td>
<td>Orphan</td>
<td>Club</td>
<td>Weird trinket from former tribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88-90</td>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Club</td>
<td>Clay, 1 lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Shaman’s assistant</td>
<td>Club</td>
<td>Herbs, 1 lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92-94</td>
<td>Slave</td>
<td>Club</td>
<td>Strange-looking rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95-97</td>
<td>Stargazer</td>
<td>Spear</td>
<td>Piece of meteorite iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98-00</td>
<td>Tanner</td>
<td>Dagger</td>
<td>Hide armor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weaver</td>
<td>Dagger</td>
<td>Fabric, 3 yards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

This posting of DCC #79 Frozen in Time is done under the OGL, Biggie’s license, and the Open Gaming Reference Document.
We’re with the band.

Eons-old secrets slumber beneath the forbidden Ghost Ice. Since the time of the Elders, the local tribes have shunned the crawling glacier, knowing it as taboo land that slays all who tread its frigid expanse. Now, the Ghost Ice has shattered, revealing hints at deeper mysteries entombed within its icy grasp. Strange machines and wonderful horrors stir beneath the ice...